FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Nov 9th, 2017

Announcing Patrol, a safety and security solution designed for hospitality.
•

Create, manage and monitor safety, security and emergency plans.
• Automatically alert management to issues and improve response time.
• Monitor compliance and support investigations with detailed reports.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada: Zendelity is pleased to announce the general availability of Patrol, designed
for cruise ships, hotels, convention centers and resorts. Owners and operators can leverage this mobile
solution to create, monitor and report on detailed work plans across all aspects of safety and security.
All activities are tracked and managed in real-time to improve the response time and reduce the
potential for incidents. Patrol leverages RFID and QR codes to monitor checkpoints and eliminates the
requirements for expensive hardware, making it simpler and more cost effective to monitor more points
of interest.
“Safety and security is a top concern in the hospitality industry, guests and staff are concerned
for their safety. Should something happen, the results could be devastating. Owners and
operators need to consider the implications not only to their guests and staff but also on their
brand, occupancy and daily rate. They must have and be prepared to act, without delay. With
the latest advancements in technology, Zendelity has transformed how you prepare and
respond to safety and security incidents in hospitality.” says Dave McCrady, Partner at Zendelity
Corporation.
From after-hours security routes, to monitoring shut down procedures, to building automated
emergency action plans, or equipment quality checks, Patrol can ensure you have the right person at the
right place at the right time.
• Create patrol routes to monitor all points of interest: High or low traffic areas, crime or hazard
prevention, task verification or functional performance, etc.
• Create emergency tactical plans to ensure team members know exactly what to do in the event
of an emergency.
• Monitor adherence to plan in real-time to ensure execution.
• Alert management in real-time to incidents or issues identified on route that need to be
addressed.
• Monitor compliance and support investigations with detailed historical reports.
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About Zendelity:
Command Center, from Zendelity, improves communications, safety, security and operational efficiency,
to deliver a superior guest experience. It is a modular solution built on a single management platform
that can evolve with our customer’s priorities. Zendelity is an established vendor to many leading cruise
lines helping them to differentiate from their competition and outperform. Through constant research
and learning of current, legacy and not-yet-proven technologies, architectures and methodologies,
Zendelity delivers cost-effective solutions that leverages the latest advancements yet still integrate with
current infrastructure for improved investment protection. Zendelity is headquartered in Ottawa,
Ontario. For more information about Zendelity, please visit www.zendelity.com.
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